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Content starts here: 
Resources

Welcome to the Resources Section. These resources provide useful information for the creation of audio games, game accessibility and background information of the industry in general. 

Any additional questions or concerns about audio game development may be raised in The developer's room on our forum which features an active group of audio game developers and players. 
 
Also, for articles written by our site members including reviews and walkthroughs of existing games as well as comments on the accessibility of systems like steam, please see Our forum's articles room found here 



Most links provided to the below articles link to the authors website. In some cases (like GamaSutra.com and AudysseyMagazine.org) it is necessary to register (which is free) to read the article. We also maintain several backup copies for availability reasons (for when the source server is down) and accessibility reasons (some files, such as .pdf files, may not be accessible for all assistive technology). If you are an author and for any reason do not want to have a backup copy of your work on this website, please email us and we will remove it.

Resources

Game Developers Conference 2012 Audio Report by Sander Huiberts
In March 2012, Dr Sander Huiberts of the Utrecht School of the Arts (HKU) visited the audio tracks of the Game Developers Conference (GDC) in San Francisco. The GDC is the world's largest professionals-only game industry event. In order to share the information of the GDC with peers, students and other professionals, Sander has written an extensive report containing relevant information.

Captivating Sound: the Role of Audio for Immersion in Games by Sander Huiberts
 PhD-thesis about the relation between game sound and (computer) game immersion.

Publications by Niklas Rï¿½ber
 Niklas Rï¿½ber has a listing of several articles on audiobooks and audio games on his website.

"Depthrow: A Physics-based Audio Game" by Stefano Papetti, Delphine Devallez, and Federico Fontana (2008)
 In this paper for the 14th International Conference on Auditory Display, the authors discuss an interactive audio game designed around the auditory perception of distance and the use of physics-based models for simulations of the dynamics, the sound source, and the acoustical environment. The game consists in throwing a virtual sounding object inside a virtual open-ended tube which is inclined. The task is to keep the object inside the tube, in other words the user should adjust the initial velocity applied to the object such that the latter does not fall out at the far end of the tube.

"Pyvox 2: an audio game accessible to visually impaired people playable without visual nor verbal instructions" by Thomas Gaudy, Stï¿½phane Natkin and Dominique Archambault (2008)
 In this paper for the 3rd International Conference on E-learning and games, the authors discuss the design of an audio game without any verbal feedback, comparing it to the design of sound toys.

"IEZA: A Framework For Game Audio" by Sander Huiberts and Richard van Tol (2008)
 In this technical Gamasutra feature, two academics compare film audio to game audio to reach a definitional framework for game audio.
 Printer friendly (more accessible) version

"Audiomenus" by Sander Huiberts @ Captivating Sound (2008)
 Self-voicing audio games often use audio menus (interfaces without visuals). This article is based on a thesis (2002) written in Dutch containing guidelines for the usability of audio menus.

"The Role Of The Mouse In Audio Games" by Brian Bors (2007)
 Article on Game-accessibility which explains the use of the mouse in audio games. 
 

"Ouch Guide to ... Switch Gaming" - by Barrie Ellis (2007)
 This BBC article is written by Barrie Ellis, member of the GA-SIG and long-time webmaster of his excellent website on one-switch games, OneSwitch.org.uk. One-switch games? Yep, a different kind of accessible computer game! A must-read by anyone interested in game accessibility!

"Gaming with a visual handicap at Game Accessibility" - by Sander Huiberts and Richard van Tol (2006)
 A concise overview of the scope of games for the visually impaired.

"What blind games want the industry to know" by Sander Huiberts and Richard van Tol  (2006)
 Document containing the experiences of blind gamers.

"Barrierefreie Spiele" by Felix Knoke (2005)
 Recently several people of the accessible games community and the audio games community were asked to do an interview for an article in Der Spiegel, an established German magazine. We were asked too but were too busy to reply (sorry, Felix). The article discusses several games accessible for the blind and also how blind gamers manage to play regular videogames.

"Improving Game Accessibility" by Kevin Bierre (2005)
 Kevin Bierre, member of the Game Accessibility Special Interest group, has published an in depth introductionairy article about game accessibility on GamaSutra.com. You can read the article through this link. We have also added a link to our Resources. Thanks for mentioning AudioGames.net, Kevin!

"Paper, Plastic or Playstation? - Adapting a game across a wide range of technologies" by Scott Kim
 This is a video recording of a presention given by Scott Kim at the People, Computers, and Design seminar at Stanford University on Oct 8, 2004. Scott is a puzzle designer who has worked in a wide variety of electronic and nonelectronic media, ranging from paper and physical toys, to the web and mobile phones. Working in many media has given the designer a good perspective on the strengths and weakness of each medium. In this talk Scott will show how a game mutates when moved from medium to another, and discuss how to take advantage of the unique capabilities of each medium while being aware of its limitations. This presentation contains a lot of valuale information for every audio game and accessible game designer. The link above links to an .asx videostream. You can download the slides of the powerpoint presentation through this link.
 I'd like to add a comment Scott made while explaining how a Tangram puzzle can be adapted to the computer medium:

" (...) or you can go after the players experience. Which is 'what do you think about' or 'what is interesting about the game', mentally, when you are playing? The deeper you go the bigger the jump you can make. If you go after the core experience, the player experience, you might do something with sound. It might not even be a visual game."

"Designing Sound for a Pervasive Mobile Game" by Inger Ekman, Jussi Lahti, Jani Nummela, Petri Lankoski, Frans Mï¿½yrï¿½
 This paper focuses on sound design in pervasive mobile games. The paper describes how sound can be used as a primary information channel facilitating the use of physical movement as a main game mechanics (audio game anyone?). The link links to a .doc file.

"Playing Audio-only Games: A compendium of interacting with virtual, auditory Worlds" by Niklas Rï¿½ber & Maic Masuch
 This paper gives an overview of playing audio-only games, ranging from techniques for actually playing these games, to methods to author and design auditory environments. More information about the authors and their projects can be found at http://isgwww.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/games/audio/. The link links to a .doc file.

"Playing in the Sandbox: Developing games for children with disabilities" by Paul Kearney 
 This paper highlights many of the issues surrounding computer games and disabled children. It suggests areas on further study and opportunities for developments in this area. The also details the ongoing research with Cerebral Palsy students using computer games that help them ï¿½feel like real peopleï¿½. The link links to a .doc file.

"Game Toegankelijkheid" by Richard van Tol & Sander Huiberts
 This is a Dutch-language article on game accessibility, written by yours truly for the Accessibility foundation.

"Undergraduate Engineers Devise Basketball System for the Blind" by Johns Hopkins University
 This article describes an auditory basketball system. The backboard over the hoop has a sound emitter, and so does the ball, so that blind players can "hear" their way around the court.

"Breaking the 64 Spatialized Sources Barrier" by Nicolas Tsingos, Emmanuel Gallo, and George Drettakis
 Spatialized soundtracks and sound effects are standard elements in today's games. However, the number of available 3D audio hardware channels remains limited, usually ranging from 16 to 64 in the best case. The authors introduce the idea of clustering strategies which can be used to map a larger number of sources to a limited number of channels with little impact to the perceived audio quality.

"Design With Music In Mind: A Guide to Adaptive Audio for Game Designers" - by Guy Whitmore
 In this article about "adaptive audio" and "interactive audio" the author explains ways that game designers can work more closely with composers to achieve a more integrated soundtrack for games.

"Andrew Barnabas - The Multi-tasking World of Game Audio" by Jim Batcho
 A very short interview with Andrew Barnabas (composer for Sony Computer Entertainment Europe) in which he mentions a few techniques and terms related to game audio design.

"Your Audio Design Document: Important Items to Consider in Audio Design, Production, and Support" - by Keith Zizza
 This already older article, demonstrates some effective, practical methods in designing and supporting audio for games, using an Audio Design Document.

"The Blind Fragging The Blind" - by David Cohn
 Article on audio games on popular website Wired.com, featuring interviews with many developers.The article covers quite a large scope of the field of blind-accessible gaming.

"Blind computer users are playing by ear" - by Hiawatha Bray
 A fairly basic article on blind-accessible gaming, including an interview with Justin Daubenmire of BSC Games.

"Play Along - An Approach to Videogame Music" - by Zach Whalen
 In this essay, the author attempts to develop a workable theory of videogame music that approaches the question of music as a part of the narrative component of games.

"Blind Gamers Get Their Own Titles"- by Geoff Adams-Spink
 This BBC-article focuses on games for the blind and includes an interview with yours truly.

"User Interface Augmentation: Vision and Sound" - by J. R. Parker
 In this paper, the author describes an virtual audio card game which uses aspects of the real world and simulated computer perception. The augmented input scheme uses hand gestures, in particular those that would be used if playing a game with real cards. An augmented output scheme uses audio, especially voice descriptions of cards and relative hand positions, in three dimensions. The result is a game that is playable by anyone using any flat surface with no actual cards and no need to touch or look at the computer. A large class of interfaces can profit from these ideas, and visually impaired users have expanded access to existing systems.

"i3 Magazine - Spring Issue" - by various
 This is the 2001 spring issue of the i3 community (view more of their issues here). In it is an article about games for the blind, as well as some very interesting (but dated) audio projects such as an interactive disco.

"Audio Games - New Perspectives on Game Audio" - by Johnny Friberg & Dan Gï¿½rdenfors
 Both authors work for SITREC which is involved in many audio game research projects. This highly informative paper discusses the design of audio games as well as mainstream music games. In the TiM project (Tactile Interactive Multimedia), SITREC develops three sound-based games that point out new directions for game audio design. The TiM games demonstrate different ways in which games can be designed around an auditory experience. Several unique features of audio games are presented emphasising unexplored potentials for interactivity and future development areas are suggested. This document is a .pdf file.

"Computer games for children with visual impairments" - by Yvonne Eriksson and Dan Gï¿½rdenfors
 The Swedish Library of Talking Books and Braille (TPB) has published web-based computer games for children with different kinds of visual impairments. As the target groups have very different needs when it comes to the use of graphics and sound, TPB have developed two kinds of games. Image-based games aim to encourage children with partial sight to practise recognising visual objects, while sound-based games also intend to be accessible without relying on vision. Based on the results of two pilot studies, this paper discusses central design issues of the graphical and sound-based interfaces for this type of applications.

"Sonic WarGame " - by SonicWargame.net
 Sonic Wargame is a musical game for 4 teams of 3 (electronic) musicians each and a referee. The teams are positioned in the 4 corners of the space and the referee is in the middle. The audience is free to move in between. The whole thing is somewhere in between a performance and an installation. You could also call Sonic Wargame a collective musical instrument, although it is actually more of a "meta-instrument".

"Audio Spellen" - by Dennis van der Heijden
 This dutch article is about audio games and there's an interview with us (SoundSupport.net / AudioGames.net) about our perspective on audio games and game accessiblity.

"IGDA Game Accessibility White Paper" - by various
 The purpose of this white paper is to provide information about game accessibility. Currently, game accessibility has been addressed in only a limited manner. By providing information about what game accessibility is, how important it is to disabled gamers, and by looking at the current state of affairs, the authors hope to start discussions on how games can be made more accessible to a wider population.

"Gaming With A Disability" - by Christian "Catachan" D'Amico 
 In this short article the author looks into the subject of game accessibility.

"Audio Space Invaders" - by R J McCrindle and D Symons 
 This paper describes the development and features of the resultant Audio Space Invaders game. The aims of the described work are to prove that the standard features of a traditional space invader game can be replicated using a 3-D audio (ambisonic) environment and that through combining audio and visual interfaces with force feedback joystick movement that it is possible to produce a multi-modal game that can be played by both sighted and non-sighted users, thereby enabling them to share the same gaming experience. This document is a .pdf file.

"A Cooperative Game Environment for Interaction between Blind and Sighted Users" - by UNKNOWN (please contact us if you have written this!)
 This paper presents a software system implementing a remote synchronous collaborative ï¿½battleshipï¿½ game which can be played by two persons. The system provides two different interfaces, one to be used by sighted people and the other to be used by blind people, thus allowing sighted and blind people play against each other, without knowing if the adversary is a sighted or blind person. This document is a .doc file.

"Composing Interactive Music" - by Kurt Harland
 In this article the author describes some of the basics of interactive music for games.

"Scoren met je Oren" - by Marieke v.d. Heyden (BNN)
 This article includes an interview with yours truly and Top Speed co-developer Pieter de Ruijter about audiogame fun in Holland.

"Audio Surfer " - by Martin Riches
 Audio Surfer is an experimental arcade audiogame. It is developed by Martin Riches and is part of his exhibit called "The Machines".

"TiM Project Report" - by SITREC
 This document describes the games and applications that have been made with the TiM game developer tool and includes a little background info on the TiM project, as well as several very interesting (audio game-) designer problems and solutions! The document is a .pdf file.

"Designing an Auditory W-LAN based Game" - by various
 This research paper describes how the location-based audiogame Dark Circus was concieved and what it is all about. An interesting read! The document is a .pdf file.

"Access All Games" - by gamesTM
 This very professional and throrough article on the TotalGames website focuses on the ins and outs of accessible gaming. The authors names several developers such as Adora Entertainment and GMA Games. You can follow the discussion following the article on the Armchair Arcade forum.

"Interactive Music " - by Rob Bridgett
 The article gives a good insight about the state of interactive music. A good read for everyone who wants to incorporate interactive music in their game!

"Off Screen Sound in Interactive Media" - by Rob Bridgett
 This is a small article on non-visual communication in interactive media such as games.

"Subtlety and Silence" - by Rob Bridgett
 An interesting article on the use of subtle sound design in games.

"Interview with Jim Kitchen" - by MediaLT
 This is a 30-minute recording of an interview with Jim Kitchen recorded by MediaLT on the 6th of march 2001. MediaLT's is a Norwegian developer of software for visually impaired users and has created some accessible games as well. You need RealPlayer to play this .ram file.

"Spelen met je oren" - by Marieke Kruithof
 This paper describes an experiment conducted by the author in which sighted gamers are asked to play audio games and share their experiences and thoughts. With it, the author researches the potential of audio games for the visual gamer. With sub-questions like "What are the possibilities to market audio games for sighted and blind users?" the author explores edges of audio game professionalisation. The document, a .pdf file, is in the Dutch language.

"Auditory Direct Manipulation for Blind Computer Users" - by Fredrik Winberg
 This work is related to another work of the same author and is already featured in our 2003 Article Section. Direct manipulation is a fundamental property of graphical user interfaces which makes the interface easier to use by presenting all objects continuously, allowing physical interaction, and giving immediate feedback on the userï¿½s actions. The object of this work is to find out whether auditory direct manipulation is possible, if blind computer users could benefit from having auditory direct manipulation, and if this could support collaboration with sighted users.

"Virtual Environment Interaction through 3D Audio by Blind Children" - by Jaime Sï¿½nchez, PhD. & MauricioLumbreras, MSc.
 This academic thesis is about AudioDoom, a virtual 3D audio environment that enables testing non trivial interfaces and cognitive tasks with blind children. The authors explored the construction of cognitive spatial structures in the minds of blind children through audio-based entertainment and spatial sound navigable experiences. An interesting read. The link above links to a .pdf file.

"Audio games: May your ears be with you" - by Ben Shapiro
 This article is a general story on audio games and is just one example of the growing interest of the sighted audience in audio games.

"Demor Research Report" - by G7
 This is the official research report that was written while developing Demor. The report is in Dutch. The link above links to a .pdf file. To read a possibly more accessible version, download the .doc version here.

"Audio games. Games fuer Blinde " - by Games Talk mit Andreas Lange: Reboot FM
 This is a 90-minute recording of a radioshow called Game Talk mit Andreas Lange which was broadcasted on the 21st of March 2004 by Reboot FM, a German radio broadcaster. The show focuses on audio games. Unfortunately, the subject of audio games is approached as solely "games for the blind" (which differs from our personal point of view). The absence of interesting audio games like Demor and Terraformers (and Drive of course :) is a pity, because those developements would have brought more insight into the current state of the market. However, several games can be heard, like GMA Tank Commander, Super Tennis, Time Adventures and Insomnia. Max Schrapnell is also mentioned. The broadcast is in the German language. Author and Licence holder is Andreas Lange.

"The game environment from an auditive perspective" - by Axel Stockburger
 This paper was presented at the Level Up Digital Games Research Conference 2003. It focuses on how sound is used in game environments. The author analyses the sound in games using a observant, non-semantic method and introduces some very interesting ideas on spatial game sound. Highly recommended!

"Ohren Auf und Durch" - by Felix Knoke
 This is is a very small German article on blind gamers. For who's interested.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audiogame
 This is not a static article but about an entry in the Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia using Wiki technology. The thought behind Wiki is that everyone can add knowledge to a knowledge database and edit existing information. Since "audio games" were not yet featured we've added it to the Wikipedia. Everyone is free to add and edit here!

"Accessing games through sound, motion and emotion" - by Ben Williamson
 This article, which features SoundSupport, the AudioGames.net website and Terraformers, is about the developement of making games accessible for people with visual and motor impairments.

"Micro-Narratives in Sound Design: Context, Character, and Caricature in Waveform Manipulation" - by M. Back & D. Des
 This paper reviews sound design techniques used in professional audio for music and theater and proposes a conceptual approach to the construction of audio based in narrative structure. A necessity for every audio game developer.

"Musical Aspects of Sound (pitch, dynamics, timbre) as the core elements for interaction in sound based computer games" - by George Primentas
 Together with 2 other MA students, the author conducted an audio game researchproject. This paper is his MA dissertation. You can read more about the final game here.

"Designing Sound-Based Computer Games" - by Dan Gï¿½rdenfors
 In this document Dan Gï¿½rdenfors, developer of several Flash audio games, describes his views on and experiences with designing audio games. Very interesting!!! Notice: The link links to a .pdf file so you need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view it.

"Drive Research Report" - by Richard van Tol, Sander Huiberts & Hugo Verweij
 This is the official research report that was written while developing Drive. Although the report is already a little dated it still provides valuable information for future developers.

"Blind Games - Software Developement Project" - by Various
 This link refers to a website that describes the developement of a blind-accessible game. Although the final game is not an audio game, the site is still a good resource for anyone planning to create an audio game.

"Adaptive techniques in difficulty management - part1" - by Robison Bryan
 This article is a reprint of an exclusive article for Audyssey Magazine. The author researches the value and potential of several adaptive gaming techniques. Part 2 of the article will follow in time.

"Audio Games: Fun for all? Just for fun?" - by S. Targett and M. Fernstrï¿½m
 This paper, presented at the ICAD 2003 convention, shows the academic interest in games based on sound: audio games! The authors describe their research on speechless audio games and also mention Grizzly Gulch Western Extravaganza.

"Christopher Lewis: The Formula 1 Audio Racing Game " - by AudioGames.net
 AudioGames.net has had the privilege to an EXCLUSIVE interview with audio game developer Christopher Lewis about his upcoming audio racing game: Audio Formula 1! This game is set to be the most realistic Formula 1 audio game ever!

"The Sonified Towers of Hanoi" - by Fredrik Winberg & Sten-Olof Hellstrï¿½m
 Winberg and Hellstrï¿½m did extensive research on the use of continuous sound presentation and the direct manipulation of that sound within a given interface. They used a sonified version of the ancient puzzle game The Towers of Hanoi for their research.

"De toekomst van audio games" - by Dennis van der Heijden
 This dutch article deals with "the future of audio games", as the title mentions. Our team (Soundsupport) got interviewed for this article as well. Part 2 of the article will follow in time.

"Accessible Gaming " - by Sile O'Modhrain
 This article, published by the BBC, gives some general information on accessible gaming. The author (who has a masters degree in Music Technology and a Ph.D. for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics) mentions The Curb Game and Terraformers.

"Modern Audio Technologies in Games" - by Aleksei Menshikov
 This article is based on the authors presentation on 3D sound in games given at the Game Developers Conference in Moscow in 2003. Aleksei Menshikov is a professional developer of 3D sound based engines for modern games.

"Interactive Music...er, Audio" - by Rob Ross
 This article presents some thoughts and facts on the quality of interactive audio in games.

"A Better Picture through Sound" - by Jonathan Hoffberg
 This is already an old (1997) article on the use of sound in games. But it provides some crucial basic information for anyone who's designing sound for games.

"Using Audio to Create Blind-Accessible Games" - by Gavin Andresen
 The article describes the developement of a 1st person 3D audio game. The author also mentions his thoughts on the potential of audio games.

"VideoGames voor Blinden" - by Bart Simons
 This interesting paper describes the past, present and possible future of audio games and accessible games. The article is in Dutch.

"Terra Sonica" - by Various
 In this document, a group of students tell about their "TerraSonica"-project. It gives some useful insights on how to develope an audio game in which the aspects of sound play an important role in the game's storyline. Unfortunately, the project is abandoned now. You can read a short summary description of the game here.

"Guided by Voices - An Audio Augmented Reality System" - by Various
 Most of the people that visit this website probably haven't considered the option that audio games can also exist outside the personal computer medium. This article is about a prototype for a Live RolePlaying audio game.

"Sleuth - An Audio Experience" - by Various
 This article presents another prototype for a Live RolePlaying audio game, based on knowledge presented in the previous article. Notice: The link links to a .pdf file so you need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view it.
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1000 AD
15 numbers
1942
2095, beyond the human
3D Snake
4Dimensions
4x4 galaxy
6 Swords
7-128 Gamebook - perceptions edition 
A Blind Legend
A dark room
A few minutes of glory
A hero's call
A pinch in Saint Petersburg
A western drama
Aardwolf
Access invaders
Accessible 2048
Accessible Domino Game
Accessible Fun for the Blind
Accessible Hangman
Accessible Reign for the Blind
Accessible Tennis Game
Accessible chess tutor
Acefire
Adventure at C
Adventure to fate 2 Battle arena
Adventure to fate 3 Quest to the future
Against the clock
Age of fable
Ah damn it
Airik the cleric
Alien Invasion
Alien Outback
Alien adoption agency
Aliens
All in play
Alt Frequencies
Alter Aeon
Alter Ego
Alternative magic
Angel gift
Antimatter Dimensions
Aprones Towers of war
Arborell gamebooks archive
Aremapetol
Aridon
Armadillo army
Ashes of Angels
Atorian
Audio Formula 1
Audio Game Hub
Audio Reverci
Audio defense, zombie arena
Audio moto championship
Audio rally racing
AudioDisc
AudioQuake
AudioSpeed
Audiostrike
Audiowizards
Audo
Auraboros
Avalon the legend lives
Avatar mud
Awesome Homer
Azabat Backgammon 
Azabat Blackjack
Azabat Educational games volume 1
Azabat Yacht
Azabat games volume 1
Azabat games volume 2
Azabat games volume 3
Azabat games volume 4
Azabat games volume 5
Azabat games volume 6
Azabat games volume 7
Azabat talking crosswords
Azteca
BG 15 puzzle
BG 2048
BG Aces to the top solitaire
BG Alchemy
BG Battleship
BG Boggle
BG Boxes
BG Brainiac
BG Chess challenge
BG Code Breaker
BG Cribbage
BG Cribbage Solitaire
BG Crossword Puzzle
BG Draw Dominoes
BG Elevens solitaire
BG Fives dominoes
BG Free Cell Solitaire
BG Golf Solitaire
BG Hangman
BG Hearts
BG Klondike Solitaire
BG Lap
BG Mastermind
BG Mine sweeper
BG Nomination Whist
BG Penguin Solitaire
BG Poker Solitaire
BG Pyramid Solitaire
BG Scorpion Solitaire
BG Scrabble
BG Simon
BG Spider Solitaire
BG Sudoku
BG Tablic solitare
BG Tri-peaks Solitaire
BG Twenty 20 Cricket
BG Uno
BG Word Builder
BG Word Jumble
BG Word Solitaire
BG Word Target
BG Word candy
BG Word maze
BG Word yahtzee
BG Yahtzee
Balloon master
Banjobuster
BariBariBaseball 3
BariBariFutsal
BariBariRacing
BariBariReversi
BariBariSamurai
BariBariShooting
Baseball
Battle on the Seas
Battleship Sv
Battleships
Battlezone
Beach Volleyball
Beatstar Pro
Bingo
Bit Generations Sound Voyager
Blackbox, infamous puzzles
Blackjack
Blackjack Sv
Blade of Eternity
Blank block
Blastbay game toolkit
Blind Adrenalin card room
Blind Quest 2, - The Frost Demon
Blind Quest, - The Enchanted Castle
Blind drive
Blind gladiator
Blinded guide
Blindfold Basketball
Blindfold Bingo
Blindfold Blackjack
Blindfold Bobsled
Blindfold Bop gesture game
Blindfold Bowling
Blindfold Breakout
Blindfold Color crush
Blindfold Doggy
Blindfold Dominoes
Blindfold Flappy
Blindfold Hearts
Blindfold Hopper
Blindfold Invaders
Blindfold Juggle
Blindfold Pinball
Blindfold Pong
Blindfold Pool
Blindfold Pyramid tiles
Blindfold Racer
Blindfold Roulette
Blindfold Runner
Blindfold Shuffleboard
Blindfold Snakes and puzzles
Blindfold Soccer kick
Blindfold V ball
Blindfold Wildcard
Blindscape
Blindside
Block party
Blood wars
Bloodshed, release the pain
Bloodstorm
Bobby's Revenge
Bokurano Daiboukenn 1
Bokurano Daiboukenn 2
Bokurano Daiboukenn 3
Bomber cats
Bop It (kitchinsinc)
Bop it Ultimate
Braille Twister
Braminar
Breed memorial
Bridge Baron
Build a spaceship
Bulwark in the City of Flesh
Camcad clicker
Camel
Candy Crashers
Captain dynamite and the fallen hero
Casino
Castaways
Catch 52
Cc solitare
Celtic tribes
Chainlink
Change Reaction
Chicken Killer
Chillingham
Choice of games
Choose your face
Chooseyourstory
Chopper challenge
Christmas WhoopAss
Cinderella
Circus masters revenge
City inc
Civ clicker
Classic six dragons
Claudio-One
Clokmud
Code 7
Code Dungeon
Codename Cygnus
Colonel Zeeg
Compilation 1
Concentration
Copter mission
Core Exiles
Coremud
Corruption of champions
Corruption of champions 2
Cosmic rage
Coupling
Crafting Kingdom
Crazy Darts
Crazy Tennis
Crazy party
Crime Hunter
Crimson moon
Crypt Shyfter
Cyber assault
Cyberland Sound Escape
Cyclepath
Damage extreme
Danger City
Danger on the wheel
Dark Destroyer
Dark Room Sex Game
Dark defender
Dark grue gamebook creator
Dark keyboard
Darkened chain
Daytona and the book of gold
Deal or no deal
Death on the road
Deathmatch: a new beginning
Deathmatch: project alpha
Deekout
Deep space dice
Delight games
Demor
Deodeck
Der Tag Wird Zur Nacht
Descent Into Madness
Desolate
Destination Mars
Dice world
Din
Dog and Cat
Dog who hates toast
Doing it right
Dotris
Dragon Pong
Dragon Tavern
Dragon village
Dragonflame game engine
Dragons of myth
Drakor
DreamLand
Dreamy train
Drive
Droid flip
Drone
Drowning in problems
Drs Java network quiz
Duckblaster
Duckhunt
Duckhunter
Duels RPG
Dungeon Adventure
Dungeon Frenzy
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Roll
Dynaman
E.X.O
ESP Pinball Classic
ESP Pinball Xtreme
ESP WhoopAss
Eamon Deluxe
Eamon Remastered
Ear monsters
Ears Oppoly
Ears Travel cards
Ears farmland
Ears fortune wheel
Echo Quadrant
Echoes from Levia: Soulbound
Empiremud
Endgame
Endless runner
Enemy Attack
Entombed
Erion
Escape The Dark Legion
Eurofly
Evelyn's farm
Evil Satellites
Evolve
Expanding known space
Extant
F-ck that bird
Fairytale
Fallthrough
Fantasy Story II
Fartman
Fast2 type
Feelifs world
Feer
Fighting fantasy project
Filfre
Finger Panic
Firry paws
Fist of fury
Flarestar
Flexible survival
Fluxworld
Forum wars
Frandum
Free rice
Freecell Sv
Freedom Millionaire
Freedom Wheel Of Fortune
Frequency missing
Friends of the prince
Fruitpot
Funny Bowling
Fury driver 2, Original sin
Fury driver, moon walks
Futureboy
GMA Cards
GMA Dice
GMA Lander
GMA Mine Buster
GMA Tank Commander
Galaxy Ranger
Game world
Genleo
Giftanum
Godville
Golf
Gotcha
Gothador
Grail lords
Grail to the thief
Grand Damned
Grendels cave
Greystone
Grizzly Gulch Western Extravaganza
Guess the rule
HEARtREAD
Hack
Hadean lands
Hammer of glory
Hangman
Hansel and Gretel
Hatchi
Hattrick
Haunted Factory
Haunted house
Heartbeat regret
Heartbeat: Regret
Heathcote
Heaven and Earth War 1
Heaven and Earth War 2
Hell hunter, Anti-Nomen
Hells night
Hogwarts live
Home quest, idle adventure
Homer on a Harley
Horseshoes
Html Tads
Hunter
I Mobsters
I fiction.org
Idlefisher
Improbable Island
In the Pit
Incremental adventures
Infini-crawl
Inheritance
Inquisitor: Chapter 2 the village
Inquisitor: Chapter 3 Sisters in dream
Inquisitors heartbeat
Insect therapy
Inspector Cindy, When Irish spies are smiling
Inspector Cindy: Fall from grace
Inspector Cindy: Lights out
Inspector Cindy: The Forgetful sailor
Inspector Cindy: unfinished symphony
Interceptor
JFW Hangman
Jeopardy
Judgement Day
Junction gate
Jungle
JustGammon
KM2000
Kapi regnum
Kchess advanced
Kchess elite
Kerkerkruip
Keyboard Crazy
King of dragon pass
Kingdom of Loathing
Kirt Wolf, Shrine of the links
Klango Network
Knight commander
Komandoh
Komandoh 2
Kringle crash
LWorks Arcade
LWorks Words
Land of Livia
Laser breakout
Legend of the Green Dragon
Light Cars
Light Locator
Light battles 1: Clash of light sabres
Lirania
Little Red Riding Hood
Lockpick
Lonewolf
LookTel Voiceover tutorial
Loraeon
Lords Of The Galaxy
Lords and knights
Los Secretos de Villa del Agua
Lost
Lost Cities
Lucky strike
Lucky+Strike
Lunimals
Mach 1 
Mach 1 tts
Magic Match
Magic blocks
Maitipi Escape
Majesty, heroes of ardania
Manamon
Manamon 2: the eternal requiem
Mansion of Maleficence
March massacre, attack from space
MarinaBreak
Mastermind
Materiamagica
Maze Craze
Maze Game (TDL)
Memory (TPB)
Memory Sv
Merry clickmas
Metris
Metroplexity
Mine racer
Minefield
Minesweeper deluxe
Miriani
Mississippi
Mole no more
Monkey Business
Monopoly
Monopoly planet
Monster breeder
MonstersGame
Moosic
Moral mike othello
Mortal Maze
MudSplat
Mueckenjagd
Muelsfell, rise of the golems
Mushclient
Music Puzzle
My little secrets
Mythic reign
Nano empire
Nation States
Nebula game
New Horizons
New Tia Story
New moon
Nfl
Night of Parasite
No Clue
OGame
Obsessive Compulsive
Oh Sh*t
One button travel
Onslaught
Operation blacksquare
Orchestra
PBX Pinball Party Pack
Pacman Talks
Palabra Cadabra
Palace punch up
Paladin of the sky
Papa Sangre
Papa Sangre 2, the museum of memories
Park boss
Path of adventure
Path to pelantas
Pawprints
Peaches and cream
Pentari
Pentari, First Light
Pentari, Second dawn
Pentari, The apprentice
Perceptron
Perilous hearts
Perilous marathon
Phrase madness
Pigeon Panic
Pipe
Pipe 2: Blast Chamber
Pirate memory game
Pitchblack, Audio pong
Pizza delivery
Pizza presser
Planet life
Planet saga
Poker squares sv
Pong
Pontes Backgammon
Pontes Duel
Pontes Escape
Pontes Kickups
Pontes sound puzzle
Popmundo
Preludimals
Press your luck
Private Detective School
Procedural realms
Project Aon
Project Bob
Psycho Strike
Psypets
Pull
Puppet nightmares
Puppy 1
Q9 action game
Quality Quiz
Quentin C
Quick tap
Rail Racer
Rally racer
Rampage
Random Adventure Roguelike
Random Adventure Roguelike II
Ratjeprak
Real Sound - Kaze No Riglet
Rebound
Rebuild the universe
Retrolympics
Revelation
Rhythm rage
River raiders
Robo E
Rockys 3D Bead Brains Game
Rockys Audio typing tutor
Rockys space invaders
Rs games client
Run for your life
S.E.A. Experimental watercraft
Saints in sin city
Sammy Senter
Santa Claus is Back
Sarah and the Castle of Witchcraft and Wizardry
Scape skate
Scrambled sayings
Screaming Strike
Screaming strike 2
Scrolling battles
Scrolling battles pro
Search Party
Seed ship
Self Destruct
Sequence storm
Seuss Crane - Detective for Hire
Shades Of Doom
Shadow line
Shadow line Full voice
Shadowvault
Shark game
She noire
Sheep incremental
Shell Shock
Shooter nostalgic
Showdown
Shuffle cars
Silverdollar
Simon
Simon Sv
Six ages: Ride like the wind
Sixthsense
Skechbook (Your World)!
Skullgirls
Skunk
Skybells (Klockregn)
Slay the Spire
Slender: lost vision
Slide
Smack me
Smash the gangs
Smugglers 1
Smugglers 3
Smugglers 4
Smugglers 5 Invasion
Smugglers 5 Secession
Snake
Snakes and Ladders
Snakes and ladders (Kitchinsinc)
Sneller
Snow race
Snowflake
Solara
Sonar islands
Song quiz
Sonic Invaders
Sonic Invaders (a game)
Sonic Match
Sonic Zoom
Sonokids Memory
Soul Trapper
Sound Puzzle
Sound Strider
SoundMind
SoundRTS
SoundStrider 
Soundmud
Soundoku
Space Company
Space Encounter
Space Invaders for the Blind
Space Odyssey
Space wave race
Spanker
Spellstack
Spoken 21s
Spoken slots
Sryth the age of Igtheon
Star Trek - Final Conflict
Star traders
Starfinder, dead suns
Starlanes
Starmule
Starship traders, The last resort
Stealthfly
Stem Stumper
Stripwar
Sudosan
Super Deekout
Super Egghunt plus
Super Football
Super Liam
Super Mario Bros Audio Edition
Super Shot
Super Simon
Super Tennis
Super Tile smash
Supercube
Superdog's bone hunt
Survive the wild
Sute yourself Sv
Swamp
Swarmsim
Synonyms and Antonyms
Tactical Battle
Tag
Talking Maze Game
Talking Word puzzles
Talking typing teacher
Tank battle endless gunner
Tarzan Junior
Tau station
Technoshock
Ten Pin Alley
Termite Torpedo
Terraformers
The 7th plane
The Allure of Wanton Cove
The Blind Eye
The Blind Swordsman
The Boat simulator
The Chronicles of Arborell
The Curb Game
The Dark Grimoire
The Dark citadel
The Ensign
The Eternal Duel
The First Mile
The FreQ
The Game of Life
The Gate
The Great Cheese robbery
The Great Toy Robbery
The Great escape
The Horse Racing Game
The Inquisitor
The Last Crusade
The Last of Us Part II
The Nightjar
The Road of life
The Road to rage I - fires of war
The Savage Gamut
The Snowball War
The Uk audio network
The Wastes
The three percent challenge
The vale shadow of the crown
The vortex
The wrestling game
Thief
Three D velocity
Tia Story 1
Tia Story 2
Tic Tac Toe
Tick Tack Toe (braille soft)
Tiflo 21
Time Adventures 1
Time hunter
Time of conflict
Timecrest
Tiny zebras rock
Tomb hunter (darkflyer)
Tomb hunter, mysteries of the ancients
Toodle Tiles
Top Speed
Top Speed 2
Topspeed 3
Torn
Tournament
Towering tones
Traders of known space
Trawel
Treasure Hunt
Treasure islands
Treasuremania1
Treasures of a slavers kingdom
Trek2000
Trimps
Triple J Shooter
Tripple triad
Trivia
Troopanum
Troopanum 2
Trucker
Truckingsim
Tube sim
Turf wars
Twilight Heroes
U-mart
Ultimate Soundoku
Uncharted Peak
Undead Assault
Unification Wars
Universal Tic Tac Toe
Universal paperclips
Unseen, The alpha missions
Untold Rpg
Urban Dead
VGZ Sea battle
VIP MUD
Vampires live
Vandetta Crime
Villains from beyond
Volley trivia
WEBL
Wackamole
Warriors 2
Warsim
Wayfar1444
Westfront: the trials of Guilder
Win board
Winfrotz
Winglulx
Word Strain Volume 1
Word Strain Volume 2
Wordfinder
Wordplay Sv
Wordscramble Sv
World of Legends
World of war
Worldsmith
Worldsmith, game of worlds tournament
Wrecking Ball
Wumpus 2000
Wurmus
X Hour
X wheel
X- Wing Patrol
Yahtzee
Yahtzee Sv
Yellow Bonnet
Yes sire
You Doze: the meanders of fantasies
Your Story
Your adventure
Yugio mud
Zany touch
Zero sight
Zero sight: extended operations
Zombies live
Zombies, run
Zompocalypse
Zork the Chasm of doom!
dungeons and such
little boss lemonade stand
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